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The Nathan Cummings Foundation 
Vice President of Programs 

New York, NY 
 

                                “Nothing will ever be accomplished if all possible objections must first be overcome." -Nathan Cummings’ credo 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
The Nathan Cummings Foundation (NCF or the Foundation), a multigenerational family foundation committed to creating a 

more just, vibrant, sustainable and democratic society, seeks nominations and applications for the role of Vice President of 

Programs (VPP).   

 

As philanthropic organizations across the United States and beyond consider their role in society in extraordinary times, the 

Nathan Cummings Foundation (NCF) has boldly committed to leveraging 100% of its assets – including its grants, voice, 

investments, and people – toward its mission.  To do this effectively, NCF is revisiting traditional structures and practices in 

philanthropy in support of greater impact and positive changemaking in communities.  The new Vice President of Programs 

will be a critical leader, visionary, and partner to the CEO and the board in the achievement of NCF’s vision of a best-in-class 

social justice philanthropy that is integrated and intersectional in its approaches and fully aligned in its culture, operations, and 

systems.  S/he/they will work to position NCF internally and externally as a leading force for change in alignment with grantees 

and other philanthropic partners to effectively respond to national and international challenges with urgency and impact.   

 

Over the last 27 years, NCF has awarded nearly half a billion dollars in grants to support movements, organizations and 

individuals to create a more just, vibrant, sustainable and democratic society. The Foundation is focused on finding solutions 

to the two most challenging problems of our time – the climate crisis and growing inequality – and aims to transform the 

systems and mindsets that hinder progress toward a more sustainable and equitable future for all people, particularly women 

and people of color.  The Foundation’s grantmaking, concentrated in the US but with a long history of support in Israel, is 

focused on four key areas: an inclusive, clean economy; racial and economic justice; corporate and political accountability; 

and voice, creativity and culture.  NCF has expanded its approaches beyond grantmaking through a strong fellowship program 

and impact investing. With a firm commitment to being guided by and grounded in its values, the Foundation is a leader and 

innovator in the field of philanthropy and seeks to grow its impact and influence. 

 

Reporting to and partnering closely with the CEO, the VPP will join a senior leadership team alongside the VP of Finance and 

VP of Human Resources and Administration to realize NCF’s mission and to guide and manage NCF operations, culture, and 

external partnerships in a way that aligns with the Foundation’s values. The VPP will be a team builder bringing knowledge, 

skill, strategy, and savvy to the development of a strong programmatic team and the creation of effective systems for ongoing 

learning and refinement.  S/he/they will develop strong relationships with the Board of Trustees and be the key partner to the 

President in supporting their oversight of program strategy and impact, supporting a culture of accountability, transparency 

and learning that deepens their engagement and governance. The VPP will also represent NCF externally, collaborating with 

partners across sectors to extend the Foundation’s impact and influence and actively contributing to the field with leadership 

and innovation. 

 

The successful candidate will be a seasoned strategist with progressive and exceptional leadership combined with a proven 

track record of innovative ideas and approaches that support learning and greater effectiveness in the art of grantmaking. An 

inclusive leadership style, outstanding management skills, and experience building and supporting high-functioning teams are 

essential.  The VPP will be an adaptive, collaborative leader who will develop strategies grounded in principles of social justice 

philanthropy that are nimble, responsive, and reflective of the integrated and complex nature of social change.  

 

This search is being conducted by Allison Kupfer Poteet and Erica Nicole Griffin of NPAG. Please see application instructions 

at the end of this document.  

http://www.nonprofitprofessionals.com/
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ABOUT NATHAN CUMMINGS FOUNDATION 
 
NCF believes in directing time, energy, and resources towards creative problem solving, new models of thinking, and lifting 

up innovators with disruptive ideas rooted in, and representative of, diverse communities. With a firm commitment to finding 

solutions, NCF works to address the root causes behind these challenges. NCF is proud of its spirit of innovation and believes 

it is strongest when it collaborates with allies, grantees, and peer funders.   

 

Located in New York City, NCF holds assets of approximately $443 million with an annual budget of about $25 million and a 

current staff of 21. Rooted in the Jewish tradition of social justice, Nathan Cummings Foundation’s mission has explicitly 

named a commitment to democratic values and social justice, supporting the most vulnerable, respecting diversity and 

promoting understanding across cultures, and empowering communities. While NCF’s work is primarily concentrated in the 

United States, it also supports efforts of visionary leaders and organizations advancing a shared society, peace, and equality 

in Israel.  

 

Connecting and undergirding all the Foundation’s activities is a set of values, including: willingness to take risks and disrupt 

conventional thinking to generate new possibilities and alliances; supporting those most affected by problems to be the 

architects of the solutions; a leadership posture that is curious, knows when it is stuck, and is both bold and humble; and a 

willingness to fail and learn from failures.  The Foundation has established an internal culture that combines professionalism 

and effectiveness with informality, mutual respect and support and is a place where people of diverse religions, races, ages, 

genders, sexual orientation and backgrounds collaborate. It values personal growth and development, mindfulness and 

reflection, and work-life balance.   

 

The Foundation owes its existence and inspiration to Nathan Cummings, who rose from impoverished beginnings to become 

the founder and guiding force of the Sara Lee Corporation. He inherited a spirit of sharing and a sense of community from his 

immigrant parents and transmitted these values to his children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren, who now contribute 

their time and energy to the Foundation. The active and deeply committed Board is comprised of 3rd and 4th generation 

members of the Cummings family as well as five Independent Trustees and the CEO. Board members bring a deep 

commitment to social justice and diversity and the Board and staff actively work to create a collaborative culture. Staff and 

Board members bring an ethic of openness, support and professional nurturing.  

 

More information about the Nathan Cummings Foundation can be found at: http://www.nathancummings.org/.  

 

PROGRAMMATIC FOCUS AREAS 
 
During this exciting moment of evolution and strategic focus for NCF, the Foundation is implementing a new chapter of its 

longstanding work into four focus areas, which are outlined below:  

 

• Accelerate a just transition to a more inclusive clean economy where communities on the frontlines are creating 

solutions to the climate crisis and where prosperity for all people is not at odds with a healthy environment. 

• Advance racial and economic justice by working to reverse generations of concentrated wealth and racialized power 

to get to the root causes of inequality, standing with those who are marginalized and criminalized, and building the 

power of working people. 

• Leverage NCF’s influence as an investor and grant maker to increase corporate and political accountability, 

activating investors and businesses as allies, advocates and leaders on climate and social justice.  

• Support advocates in Israel advancing democratic values of justice, equality, and shared belonging. 

• Support visionary leaders in pursuit of a social or economic justice objective as Nathan Cummings Fellows.  

 

 

• Amplify the voice, creativity and culture that builds empathy, nurtures compassion and shifts narratives about race, 

class, gender and ethnicity, who has power and how we value the planet. 

http://www.nathancummings.org/
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OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES FOR THE VICE PRESIDENT OF PROGRAMS 
 

The VPP will oversee a team of directors, program officers, associates, and a grants manager, and work closely with the 
Director of Communications.   

 
• Partner with the CEO to implement and refine the organizational capacity plan that supports the growth and 

development of a highly integrated organization that uses all its resources for impact.  Hone the Foundation 
wide theory of change and operating model for impact across grantmaking, investments, communications, and human 
capital; ensure consistent flow of communication, translation of vision to action, and systems of accountability across 
board, senior management, and staff to assess key organizational development objectives. 
 

• Ensure a unified vision for program work and a complementary culture of evaluation and learning.  Build 
innovative strategies and frameworks for evaluation of impact.  Support and implement decisions about the 
appropriate type and depth of evaluation and learning at the foundation, including assessing the capacity needs of 
the foundation to achieve these aims in alignment with NCF’s culture and values. Develop Board learning agendas 
and facilitate engagement across program areas that advances organizational learning. 

 

• Promote a culture of collaboration, rigor, innovation, respect, and accountability with diversity, equity, and 
inclusion at the center.  Hire, manage, guide, and inspire a growing program team that works within and across 
program priorities and impact investing. Demonstrate excellent coaching, facilitation, and supervisory skills and the 
ability to establish a trusting, welcoming, rigorous, and accountable working environment for a talented and diverse 
team.  Support creative and effective implementation of systems for assessing team performance aligned with NCF’s 
values.  

 

• Lead a highly efficient and responsive grantmaking process Enhance grants administration systems, tools, and 
processes to strengthen the quality and impact of the Foundation’s work, while bringing new efficiency to the work of 
staff and board.  

 

• Represent the Foundation to external constituencies and participate in high-level program and/or policy 
discussions with partner organizations. Support the development of strategic partnerships and collaborations that 
leverage and extend NCF’s impact.  
 

• Work closely with the President and Director of Communications to elevate the work of grantees and 
disseminate stories and lessons learned on the impact of program and investment initiatives. Create an 
effective flow of communications between the program team and the President to ensure a deep understanding of 
strategies and progress; Build on the Foundation’s identity as a thought leader in areas of programmatic focus as well 
as an innovator in social justice philanthropy.   

 

QUALIFICATIONS OF THE IDEAL CANDIDATE 
ANDIDATE PROFILE 

• Significant work experience (8-10+ years) and credibility as a leader and expert on one or more of the Foundation’s 
priorities – climate change and inequality – and within its related issue areas: environment, economic development, 
community development, social entrepreneurship, arts/culture, religious traditions, and the use of communications 
and grantmaking to reframe social justice issues. Experience with impact investing is strongly desired and broad 
knowledge of innovative philanthropic practices is essential. 
 

• Deep demonstrated passion for and commitment to the Foundation’s mission and a track record of driving impact on 
cross-cutting social justice issues and movement building. A natural disruptor and innovator with the ability to inspire, 
motivate, generate new ideas and actualize change programmatically and operationally;  

 

• Experience developing thoughtful, effective relationships and dialogue with senior leadership and board members; 
experience managing organizational transition and development as well as program innovation and learning; 
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• Alignment with the Foundation’s DNA, including: understanding the importance of leadership that is curious, knows 
when it is stuck, and that is both bold and humble, willing to fail and learn from failure, and eager to take risks and be 
innovative on behalf of the mission;  
 

• A vision for innovation, efficiency, and excellence in grantmaking; willingness to think beyond traditional approaches 
to drive impact and courage to challenge dominant notions;  

 

• Experience building and refining systems for evaluation and learning, finance and budget management, and effective 

networking and partnership building; proven analytical ability and capacity to turn complex strategy into action;  

• A record of management and leadership of a high-functioning, complex team that reflects the values and priorities 
above; Capacity to shepherd the growth of staff and instill teams with a sense of shared commitment and purpose; 
demonstrated commitment to responsive, accountable leadership and ability to inculcate those values into the team; 

 

• A deep network in one or more of the Foundation’s key issue areas and a firm understanding of key public policy, 

research, and movement building efforts in the sector; accurate and current knowledge of trends, movements, and 

developing policy to inform emerging changemaking opportunities; 

• Deep knowledge of racial equity and a commitment to sharpening the Foundation’s equity lens and racial analyses. 

Capacity to lead these conversations with credibility at the staff and board level, as well as externally, and promote 

continuous learning and reflection with trust and courage;  

• Sense of humor and an interpersonal style that invites engagement and dialogue, builds trust, connection, and 
investment in the work; an excellent listener and translator of complex ideas into accessible stories; and 
 

• A personal interest and commitment to working in a diverse and inclusive work environment that places a high value 
on equity. Shows up with respect, clarity and openness in all communications internally and externally.  Models a 
commitment to creating and reinforcing a transparent, accountable, and mutually respectful work environment. 
 
 

 

TO APPLY 
 
Nominations and applications will be reviewed as they are received, and we encourage candidates to apply as soon as 
possible. Applications including a cover letter describing your interest and qualifications, your resume (in Word format), and 
where you learned of the position should be sent to: NCF-VPP@nonprofitprofessionals.com. In order to expedite the internal 
sorting and reviewing process, please type your name (Last, First) as the only contents in the subject line of your e-mail.  
 

The Nathan Cummings Foundation is an equal opportunity employer that participates in fair-chance hiring practices, and 
candidates of all backgrounds are encouraged to apply. As an organization deeply committed to diversity of experience, 

NCF values and welcomes candidates from a wide range of personal and professional backgrounds, including community-
based organizations, policy organizations, government, national nonprofits or the private sector. 

 

mailto:NCF-VPP@nonprofitprofessionals.com

